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WINNER: Ideal Autobiography/Memoir, 2018 Best Reserve Awards, sponsored by American
Publication Fest Glenn Close says: "Another Kind of Madness is among the best books We’ve
find out about the expense of stigma and silence in a family group touched by mental disease. I
was profoundly moved by Stephen Hinshaw’s tale, written beautifully, from the inside-out. It’s a
masterpiece."A deeply personal memoir calling for an end to the dark shaming of mental
illnessFamilies are riddled with untold secrets. But Stephen Hinshaw under no circumstances
imagined that a profound key was held under lock and crucial for 18 years within his family
members?that his father’s mysterious absences, for a few months at a time, resulted from severe
mental illness and involuntary hospitalizations. In A different type of Madness, Hinshaw explores
the responsibility of living in a family “loaded” with mental disease and debunks the stigma
behind it. Hinshaw calls this revelation his “emotional birth. This exploration led to larger
discoveries about the family members saga, to Hinshaw’s correctly diagnosing his father with
bipolar disorder, also to his full-fledged career as a medical and developmental psychologist and
professor.” After years of exceptional ups and downs of his father’s illness without knowing it
existed, Hinshaw begun to patch together the silent, frequently terrifying history of his dad’s
life?in great comparison to his father’s existence and love during periods of wellness. As soon as
his dad revealed the truth, during Hinshaw’s 1st spring break from college, he knew his existence
would change forever. Through a poignant and moving family members narrative, interlaced with
shocking factual statements about how America and the world still look at mental health
conditions well into in the 21st century, A different type of Madness is a passionate call to hands
regarding the importance of destigmatizing mental illness. He clarifies that in today’s society,
mental health issues still receive utter castigation?too often resulting in the increased loss of
fundamental privileges, including the inability to vote or run for office or automatic
relinquishment of infant custody.
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A moving, inspiring call to action! Hinshaws courageous reserve, synthesizing tips from the
literature together with his own moving story of struggle and triumph produced me learn, made
me cry, produced me mad, and still left me inspired. Dr. This very personal, intellectually
illuminating book is a must-read for anybody in the field of mental health insurance and
medicine, but moreover for anybody who has ever felt ashamed to be different, and themselves.
The feelings around mental health that gasoline stigma are that solid. Yet, even before Hinshaw's
dad began sharing the real reasons for his times away from home along with his child, the
impact of the secrets, nevertheless well kept, had been influencing young Steve. Secrets are
corrosive - they don’t simply fester, they pass on, with devastating consequences for all involved.
Sunshine is the best disinfectant, and this book is certainly ray of sunshine, illuminating the
darkness for all who hide in the shadows.. Hinshaws gorgeous book is a great integrative
function of scientific and personal curiosity, a highly accessible masterpiece of design and
understanding that needs to be read widely by everyone, from individuals to their families,
professionals and policy makers. There is wish, and it begins with this book! Beautiful Story and
Family Journey In this richly detailed personal and genealogy, Hinshaw reveals many important
truths about mental illness and families. Secrets, though perhaps well-meaning, can possess
long-lasting downstream consequences. Are we dealing with mental health disorders in the same
as physical health conditions? Just as much as I thought he is a rare and great person before
reading the reserve, I felt it a lot more afterward. Hinshaw tells the tale of his own lifestyle aswell,
poignantly capturing his early years in the midwest filled up with school, sports, close friends,
and inexplicable disappearances by his father who would be gone from the family members for
weeks or weeks at a time. Amazingly, Hinshaw's mother was able to keep the family jointly and
keep the real known reasons for his father's absences (stays in a variety of hospitals for
treatment of bipolar disorder) under wraps.Stigma brings shame, and shame brings secrets.
After the secrets were uncovered, slowly over the course of years, Hinshaw candidly and
helpfully shares how this information influenced his own existence and career. It had been stated
that he re-browse Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics each year! It will be cherished by those that
want to better understand mental illness, since it reveals obviously and critically that mental
illness isn't something that you need to hidden neither is it something that necessarily limits a
life. How come mental health a factor to be regarded when it comes to custody, childcare, and
voting correct?! A life laid bare Dr. Hinshaw is normally a longstanding a valued professional
colleague, which makes reading about his life particularly difficult, especially knowing the
contrast between his severe competence and accomplishments. For those unfamiliar with his
work, this is the fourth book Dr. Steve Hinshaw was incredibly brave to bare himself in this way.
Good service A Call to Hands for a Revolution in Mental Health Another Kind of Madness - the
name Dr. That one is remarkable, though, because he lays out his own story in vivid, unflinching
fine detail, marveling as might we all that he has attained so much while transporting such a
great and needless burden.For anyone wanting to understand how mental wellness touches
lives, I commend this book to you wholeheartedly. A Masterpiece about mental health ANOTHER
KIND OF MADNESS, is one of the best books I've ever read. It really is a compelling, gorgeous,
legitimate, and marvelous masterpiece. It is about stigma, secrets, and humanity. Out of this
honest narrative of Professor Hinshaw, I am learning about the real struggles and burden of
having a member of family with severe mental wellness disorders. It comes highly
recommended. Simultaneously the author appears to use the mental disease of his dad as a
cover to write an individual memoir where a lot of the narrative is certainly dull, self indulgent and
unrelated to any sort madness or anything engaging and worthwhile at all.Recommend! Hinshaw



tells the tale of his father's struggles with bipolar disorder, but he also does a lot more. This book
felt much more visceral, revealing, heart-wrenching, and somehow hopeful to me. You can find
brilliant and honest perspectives on these queries when you read the book. The Book Could Have
Been Much Better I have mixed feeling concerning this book. It was a amazing experience.
Consistent with the theme of the book I read A different type of Madness in one sitting down
while flying overnight to European countries. It was a really amazing experience. Consistent with
the theme of the book, I was scared to read it.I was especially impressed and moved by his
courageous vulnerability, for he shares his honest truth about himself and his own struggles to
become whole, just seeing that his family did over the course of their lives. Stephen Hinshaw is
usually to be commended for posting this moving accounts of his father’s frightening disease
and the attendant strength of his mom and sister. It had been one of the most important books
I've ever browse. Hinshaw has released about the stigma of mental health, each with a different
strategy. The pictures from those mental hospitals reminded Hinshaw of the photos of
concentration camps during WWII. He tells the story of relationships: between dad and child,
sister and brother, mother and son, and how the the silence and stigma of mental disease can
impact not merely individuals, but relationships. Steve was composing to the world, nonetheless
it felt like a personal discussion between us. That goes both to how well it really is created and
how honest and real it feels. I feel changed by this book, certainly for the better. Mental illness
affects all of us There are so many parts to this book that touch about my entire life: secrecy in
families over mental illness (or any other issue), mishandling of mental illness, the stigma of
mental illness and how it imprints so profoundly on the individual struggling with mental illness. I
could continue. Read this book to get understanding and empathy. good book Good book. I
commend every one of them to anyone attempting to better understand the devastation such
stigma offers and continues to provide to so many. Hinshaw provides to the stigma encircling
mental illness - is an important and brave recounting of his dad’s mysterious absences due to a
misdiagnosed bipolar disease. I had go through Hinshaw's earlier books, and thus had an idea of
the story of his father's have a problem with bipolar disorder. This silence, in place, is the
essence of stigma, that permeated Hinshaw’s childhood, not knowing if he will ever see his dad
again during his absences. This tale is tragic because of the hundredths of thousands of others
who underwent misdiagnosis, maltreatment, and perhaps never came back to the free of charge
society in once that Hinshaw’s father, along with his eminence as a professor, did after each of
his episodes. It often hurt to learn the publication, and I was often glad that I understand some of
the amazing sides of his existence first hand to balance the experience. A valuable read! I am so
grateful for this incredibly rich, meaningful, and courageous publication. While there has been
considerable progress in mental wellness stigma since the period the of the author's childhood,
we still have quite a strategy to use. The author's candor about his family's, in addition to his
personal, struggles with mental health provides a compelling part model for all of us all. This is
this inspiring work. Breaking the silence Imagine if Dad never returned? Worries gripped me just
like the gradual, inexorable tightening of a rope , squeezing the atmosphere from my lungs. The
most severe part was that no one ever talked about it. Hinshaw’s masterful memoir leaves a trail
of such foreboding remarks, and yet, the book is indeed inspiring. Through his account of coping
with his father's struggles with bipolar disorder, Stephen Hinshaw (who, in 2007, wrote the first
book in america about the stigma surrounding mental disease), tells an intricate story of how the
lack of openness about mental illness affected himself and each person in his immediate family
members. For a lot of the book an archipelago of minutia of the author's existence spreads out
and tries to gain gravity from his father's despair but eventually makes his son out to become the



principal victim of his father's bipolar disease. Hinshaw tells the tale of his own life, too,
recounting his youth in the Midwest filled up with school, sports, close friends, and perplexing
disappearances by his dad for weeks to weeks at a time. This is such an inspiring work. Sad
moments with Bipolar diagnosis, perseverance prevails The wife in this story was the glue in this
amazing story. This family lived an eternity of secrets and yet held it jointly. The husband/dad
was an extraordinary man continuing to work and exist on life's terms. As I browse the book, it
continuously reminds me the reason why of functioning as a mental doctor and inspires me to
help children and families in my own career. On the main one hand it offers great insight in to the
realities of mental illness in 1950's America and the weighty curtain of stigma that shrouded it.
Could it be the mental health that brings the family members burden or the stigma that's related
to "being crazy"? Not since Judith Guest’s Ordinary People has a book therefore intimately
proven the damaging effects of silence and repressed emotion. While the author's dad struggled
with a serious form of bipolar disorder, Hinshaw illustrates that the stigma that accompanied his
father's illness arguably had more destructive effects on the family members, reverberating for
many years afterward. Because of the horrible stigma mounted on mental illness, his father's
condition is hidden not only from the outside world but also from his very own children on direct
orders from psychiatric orthodoxy of the day. It wasn't until early adulthood that his dad initiates
him in to the secret of his unusual absences. Two facets of an excellent mind. Professor Virgil
Hinshaw, Jr., the author’s dad, was on my dissertation reading committed in the philosophy
division at Ohio State University in the mid-1970’s. He was brilliant and the consummate
gentleman.This book will be loved by anyone who values a family story as it covers many
generations and relationships. The reserve is relatively disturbing to learn but well written and
enormously interesting. I’m so very happy I did therefore. What do mental health diagnoses and
treatments mean when it comes to love, family members, and friends? Hinshaw's mom stoically
held the family together and shielded the children from the reasons why their father was gone
(remains in hospitals for treatment of bipolar disorder). I had read .Dr.. Another Kind of Madness
is among those rare books which will change the best way to discover and connect to the globe.
Hinshaw aptly criticizes the indegent state of mental health treatment in the 50’s and the
arrogance of psychiatrists, expressing anger with the psychiatric field who refused to actually
consider his mom’s accounts of her spouse’s illness, leaving his dad misdiagnosed and going
through inhumane remedies, while advising his parents never to ever talk about his father’s
mental illness with his children. Why not? I think the writer was brave to publish this very
personal accounts. Sean Pratt describes a respectable, striving family of college instructors
whose veneer of normalcy desperately conceals the manic bouts of madness that frequently
visit his dad. I also discovered the reserve to be quite nicely created, balancing interesting
anecdotes with current scientific information regarding mental illness and stigma.
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